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About This Game

Have you ever been cloned? Ever wonder what it would be like to be half chicken? Half monkey? Half frog? Well, wonder no
more when you play Cloning Clyde.

As Clyde, or one of his clones, work your way through the levels of the nefarious Dupliclone, Inc. building. It houses bizarre
simulated environments created specifically to accommodate their unconventional cloning experiments. Have fun utilizing the
many clones running amok inside Dupliclone, as you try to free yourself…or should we say yourselves. Be careful of the traps

set by the sinister corporation, and watch out for mutant clones! Get even more inventive and you can use the cloning
technology to combine the Clyde clones with some of your co-inhabitants to make mutant Chicken-Clydes, Frog-Clydes, Ape-
Clydes and more. Many of the mutant Clydes have special abilities that can help you to escape from the evil Dupliclone, Inc.

Cloning Clyde is a 3D side-scrolling adventure.

Key features:

Explore a visually compelling world filled with hilarious action and crazy adventure as you struggle to escape the
clutches of the evil company Dupliclone, Inc.
Play as a variety of mutant Clydes, each with unique abilities, including 'Chicken-Clyde', 'Frog-Clyde', 'Sheep-Clyde'
and more.
Solve exciting and addictive puzzles with a variety of resolutions.
Play not only as one character but also switch between hundreds of clones.
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Hours of fun with 40 compelling levels.
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Title: Cloning Clyde
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bacon Wrapped Games
Publisher:
NinjaBee
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2011
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I really Like playing this when friends come over. But it gets really hard. 9/10. A nice little bite-sized exploration game with
some horror vibes. Honestly I would really want to like it, as I do appreciate the atmosphere, some of the puzzles and the basic
idea, but the execution is sadly the thing that pulls this into the "not recommended" side of the scale. There are a lot of small
bugs, sound levels are somewhat poorly balanced, grammar isn't all that good and the game is so dark that most of the time I
didn't even see the things music and dialogue was trying to warn me about. These wouldn't be a huge issue if the game was free
to play, but it isn't. The price is small, but still something I wouldn't ask for a game this unpolished.. Ive been a fan of the TW
games pretty much since the beginning AND i could nt be more upset with this "game". I was so excited because it is my
favorite time period and location I really wanted this game to be MY game.....ugh I am so upset.....I guess I will try to keep
playing it and maybe it will grow on me...... Rules and Guidelines.

. It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but really not Tetris...

It has a load of game modes and plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was
brilliant at

Highly Recommended

p.s. if you like that, seek out Slydris - it's not available on Steam but is worth finding as it's also a rather excellent Tetris
Variant!!. Terrible.... This game is brutal when you first start out, very impressive game for the price. Check out the many
youtube videos if you need help. A genuine work of art that augments every aspect of what makes ToME a megalithic
masterpeice in modern rogue-likes.
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i havent screamed in fear this much in my life.. Pretty good game actually, but stuck on a fakin hard mission. Bought this game
for 2 USD for sherry and giggles, not expecting anything. But somehow, i was still disapointed by it

If this game was a "early access" games, i would probably forgive it for its multitude of sins. But apparently THIS IS THE
FULL GAME. The full game has only a campaign mode that plays kind of like the game "Simpsons Hit and Run" if you took
out EVERYTHING that made that game charming. All it is, is a "do various flavors of a driving mission, dont collect X, collect
Y" and attempt to keep the brain damage at bay.

After beating a mission you are rewarded with a handfull of currency, in which you can buy all of 2 or 3 things TOTAL. You
can upgrade your (stat-less) tractor with "quicker engine" and "better brakes" OR you can drop ungodly large amounts of moeny
and get a new (still stat-less) tractor.

The power-ups are mostly "power downs" as you can get spun out (oil can), reverse your steering controls (whiskey\/moonshine
bottle) OR can speed you up with what is probably supposed to feel like turbo (a barrel).

Also, the "hillbilly rock" soundtrack gets very old, VERY quick

Once you grow sick of the campaign (which will happen VERY quickly) you are left with nothing else to do except exit the
game and try to come to terms with wasting 2 bucks on such a game that would only be suitable as a FLASH game.

TL:DR
Do you like racing games? If so, dont buy this game as you can go to a flash game site and get much more enjoyment out of a
free game.

If not, really really do not buy this game

3\/10. thank you, for this amazing game, Michael \u2665. Great little game.
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